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QUESTION 1

What does SOAR technology use to automate and coordinate workflows? 

A. algorithms 

B. Cloud Access Security Broker 

C. Security Incident and Event Management 

D. playbooks 

Correct Answer: D 

SOAR tools ingest aggregated alerts from detection sources (such as SIEMs, network security tools, and mailboxes)
before executing automatable, process- driven playbooks to enrich and respond to these alerts. 

 

QUESTION 2

On an endpoint, which method is used to protect proprietary data stored on a laptop that has been stolen? 

A. operating system patches 

B. full-disk encryption 

C. periodic data backups 

D. endpoint-based firewall 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

SecOps consists of interfaces, visibility, technology, and which other three elements? (Choose three.) 

A. People 

B. Accessibility 

C. Processes 

D. Understanding 

E. Business 

Correct Answer: ACE 

The six pillars include: 

1.
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 Business (goals and outcomes) 

2.

 People (who will perform the work) 

3.

 Interfaces (external functions to help achieve goals) 

4.

 Visibility (information needed to accomplish goals) 

5.

 Technology (capabilities needed to provide visibility and enable people) 

6.

 Processes (tactical steps required to execute on goals) All elements must tie back to the business itself and the goals
of the security operations 

 

QUESTION 4

Why have software developers widely embraced the use of containers? 

A. Containers require separate development and production environments to promote authentic code. 

B. Containers share application dependencies with other containers and with their host computer. 

C. Containers simplify the building and deploying of cloud native applications. 

D. Containers are host specific and are not portable across different virtual machine hosts. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a key advantage and key risk in using a public cloud environment? 

A. Multi-tenancy 

B. Dedicated Networks 

C. Dedicated Hosts 

D. Multiplexing 

Correct Answer: A 

Multitenancy is a key characteristic of the public cloud, and an important risk. Although public cloud providers strive to
ensure isolation between their various customers, the infrastructure and resources in the public cloud are shared.
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Inherent risks in a shared environment include misconfigurations, inadequate or ineffective processes and controls, and
the "noisy neighbor" problem (excessive network traffic, disk I/ O, or processor use can negatively impact other
customers sharing the same resource). In hybrid and multicloud environments that connect numerous public and/or
private clouds, the delineation becomes blurred, complexity increases, and security risks become more challenging to
address. 

 

QUESTION 6

Which term describes data packets that move in and out of the virtualized environment from the host network or a
corresponding traditional data center? 

A. North-South traffic 

B. Intrazone traffic 

C. East-West traffic D. Interzone traffic 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which core component is used to implement a Zero Trust architecture? 

A. VPN Concentrator 

B. Content Identification 

C. Segmentation Platform 

D. Web Application Zone 

Correct Answer: C 

"Remember that a trust zone is not intended to be a "pocket of trust" where systems (and therefore threats) within the
zone can communicate freely and directly with each other. For a full Zero Trust implementation, the network would be
configured to ensure that all communications traffic, including traffic between devices in the same zone, is intermediated
by the corresponding Zero Trust Segmentation Platform." 

 

QUESTION 8

Which organizational function is responsible for security automation and eventual vetting of the solution to help ensure
consistency through machine-driven responses to security issues? 

A. NetOps 

B. SecOps 

C. SecDevOps 

D. DevOps 
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Correct Answer: B 

Security operations (SecOps) is a necessary function for protecting the digital way of life, for global businesses and
customers. SecOps requires continuous improvement in operations to handle fast- evolving threats. SecOps needs to
arm security operations professionals with high-fidelity intelligence, contextual data, and automated prevention
workflows to quickly identify and respond to these threats. SecOps must leverage automation to reduce strain on
analysts and execute the Security Operation Center\\'s (SOC) mission to identify, investigate, and mitigate threats. 

 

QUESTION 9

How does Prisma SaaS provide protection for Sanctioned SaaS applications? 

A. Prisma SaaS connects to an organizations internal print and file sharing services to provide protection and sharing
visibility 

B. Prisma SaaS does not provide protection for Sanctioned SaaS applications because they are secure 

C. Prisma access uses Uniform Resource Locator (URL) Web categorization to provide protection and sharing visibility
D. Prisma SaaS connects directly to sanctioned external service providers SaaS application service to provide
protection and sharing visibility 

Correct Answer: D 

Prisma SaaS connects directly to the applications themselves, therefore providing continuous silent monitoring of the
risks within the sanctioned SaaS applications, with detailed visibility that is not possible with traditional security
solutions. 

 

QUESTION 10

Which type of malware takes advantage of a vulnerability on an endpoint or server? 

A. technique 

B. patch 

C. vulnerability 

D. exploit 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which pillar of Prisma Cloud application security does vulnerability management fall under? 

A. dynamic computing 

B. identity security 

C. compute security 
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D. network protection 

Correct Answer: C 

Prisma Cloud comprises four pillars: Visibility, governance, and compliance. Gain deep visibility into the security posture
of multicloud environments. Track everything that gets deployed with an automated asset inventory, and maintain
compliance with out-of-the-box governance policies that enforce good behavior across your environments. Compute
security. Secure hosts, containers, and serverless workloads throughout the application lifecycle. Detect and prevent
risks by integrating vulnerability intelligence into your integrated development environment (IDE), software configuration
management (SCM), and CI/CD workflows. Enforce machine learning-based runtime protection to protect applications
and workloads in real time. Network protection. Continuously monitor network activity for anomalous behavior, enforce
microservice- aware micro-segmentation, and implement industry-leading firewall protection. Protect the network
perimeter and the connectivity between containers and hosts. Identity security. Monitor and leverage user and entity
behavior analytics (UEBA) across your environments to detect and block malicious actions. Gain visibility into and
enforce governance p 

 

QUESTION 12

What does SIEM stand for? 

A. Security Infosec and Event Management 

B. Security Information and Event Management 

C. Standard Installation and Event Media 

D. Secure Infrastructure and Event Monitoring 

Correct Answer: B 

Originally designed as a tool to assist organizations with compliance and industry-specific regulations, security
information and event management (SIEM) is a technology that has been around for almost two decades 

 

QUESTION 13

Which product from Palo Alto Networks enables organizations to prevent successful cyberattacks as well as simplify
and strengthen security processes? 

A. Expedition 

B. AutoFocus 

C. MineMeld 

D. Cortex XDR 

Correct Answer: D 

From a business perspective, XDR platforms enable organizations to prevent successful cyberattacks as well as
simplify and strengthen security processes. 
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QUESTION 14

Which Palo Alto Networks tool is used to prevent endpoint systems from running malware executables such as viruses,
trojans, and rootkits? 

A. Expedition 

B. Cortex XDR 

C. AutoFocus 

D. App-ID 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

On an endpoint, which method should you use to secure applications against exploits? 

A. endpoint-based firewall 

B. strong user passwords 

C. full-disk encryption 

D. software patches 

Correct Answer: D 

New software vulnerabilities and exploits are discovered all the time and thus diligent software patch management is
required by system and security administrators in every organization. 
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